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❚❚ Working capital. It is amazing to me how
many AEC firm owners and managers don’t
track this number yet it is really one of the
best indicators of your immediate financial
health. Here’s how to calculate it. Add your
cash and accounts receivable together and
then deduct your payables and line of credit
balance. Look at this weekly. If it is going up,
good. If it is going down, bad. No number is
better able to predict your ability to cover your
short-term obligations than this. Watch the
trends.
❚❚ Cultural non-compliance from a member
of your leadership group. We have all experienced it. We have someone in the firm – could
be a principal, director, or other key management-level employee – who is out of step with
the rest of the leadership team. What it means
is that his or her philosophy about business,
design, client service, people – whatever – is
diametrically opposed to what the rest of the
firm believes. While we all need and must tolerate divergence of opinion, when someone at
this level is 180 degrees apart from everyone
else, other employees will be confused. Clients
may not get what they thought they were
buying from the firm. And the conflict and
angst generated will surely be – at a minimum,
stressful – and in the worst case, divisive. You
cannot allow this to go on too long.
❚❚ Flextime and telecommuting can create as
many morale problems as it solves. While
it may seem a good idea to let a key employee
work from home so many days a week for
See MARK ZWEIG, page 2

According to Zweig Group’s 2017
Principals, Partners & Owners Survey,
the vast majority – 73 percent –
of principals surveyed said they
would prefer to divest their stock
internally. Seventeen percent would
like to receive the highest price,
regardless of the type of transaction,
and 10 percent would like to sell their
shares through M&A. We found this
interesting because a large group of
respondents also stated that they did
not have successors or an ownership
transition strategy.
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O N TH E M O V E
MOSELEY ARCHITECTS ANNOUNCES NEW LEADERS
IN ENGINEERING Moseley Architects recently
announced multiple promotions across its inhouse mechanical, electrical, and structural
engineering disciplines.
As the new director of mechanical, electrical,
and plumbing engineering, Jason Forsyth,
PE, will champion the firm’s MEP engineering
efforts and spearhead its growth. Forsyth’s
expertise derives from more than 17 years of
experience as a mechanical engineer. Since
joining Moseley Architects in 2002, he has
contributed to the success in a wide array
of projects, with specialization in the civic
and corrections sectors. He is a member
of the National Council of Examiners for
Engineering and the American Society of
Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning
Engineers. Jason earned a bachelor’s degree
in mechanical engineering at the University of
Virginia.
“Jason’s strong client relationships stem from
his ability to connect on a personal level while
remaining focused on quality and results. As the
director of MEP engineering, he can now use
those skills on a broader scale to support the
continual success of the firm while fostering
the individual growth of our engineers,”
President and CEO Stewart Roberson
said.
A new team of leaders will helm the day-to-day
operations of Moseley Architects’ mechanical,
electrical, and structural engineering disciplines.
In these roles, they will serve across all sectors
to monitor production, manage project
schedules, track budgets, and oversee quality
control.
Tyler Whately, PE, has been promoted to
operations manager of mechanical and
plumbing engineering. Whately has devoted the

whole of his career to Moseley Architects since
graduating from Old Dominion University with
a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering
technology in 2007. He is a member of the
National Council of Examiners for Engineering;
the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating
and Air Conditioning Engineers; and National
Council of Examiners for Engineering and
Surveying.

Take your advice
from Mark Zweig
to-go.

Brian Wells, PE, has been promoted to
operations manager of electrical engineering.
Wells brings 14 years of experience to his new
role. Since joining Moseley Architects in 2006,
he has served on projects of all types and
sizes, with specialization in the civic sector.
He is a member of the National Council of
Examiners for Engineering and a graduate of
Virginia Tech with bachelor’s degree in electrical
engineering.
Paul Gagnon, PE, has been promoted to
operations manager of structural engineering.
Gagnon has more than 28 years of experience
designing systems that bring strength and
stability to the built environment. He joined
Moseley Architects in 2002. Gagnon is a
member of the Virginia Structural Engineers
Council and earned a bachelor’s degree in
structural engineering at the University of
Connecticut.
“Tyler, Brian, and Paul have the strong problemsolving, detail-oriented work ethic inherent in
all successful engineers, but they also excel in
assessing the big picture, anticipating future
needs and maximizing productivity. We’re
excited to elevate them to positions that will
make the most of their wide-ranging skills,”
Roberson said.

MARK ZWEIG, from page 1

whatever reason – or go home earlier than everyone else because they supposedly work
from home in the evening – doing so can confuse and demoralize the rest of your staff.
They may not know all the other person does – or may simply not believe it – and instead see it as this person getting undeserved special treatment. So what is good for one
could negatively impact 10 to 20 or more other people.
❚❚ Your facility says a lot about how you view your employees. If all the light bulbs are
burned out, your windows are filthy, your reception area is a mess, you have duct tape
over the carpet, and your grounds and parking lot are full of trash, you are basically
telling your employees that you don’t care about your business and don’t have much
respect for them.
❚❚ Your firm’s website probably needs attention. I know ours does. They go stale quickly. We get so used to them we don’t see their weaknesses. Get some of your younger
people to probe every single corner of your site to find dead ends, misspellings, searchability problems, bad information – everything wrong with it they can. And then devote
some resources to fixing those issues as soon as possible. The website is the first place
anyone goes who wants more information on your firm and it must represent you
well.
MARK ZWEIG is Zweig Group’s chairman and founder. Contact him at mzweig@zweiggroup.com.
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OPINION

Honesty and authenticity

When marketing your firm, it’s great to be friendly and persuasive, but if you sell your
brand for cheap, it’s a real turn off.

I

recently started watching a show called Black Mirror on Netflix. It’s a British sciencefiction anthology series, sort of like The Twilight Zone. Each episode is a stand-alone
story with a unique plot, cast, and setting, all focusing on a dark aspect of modern
society, set in an alternative near future.

Christina
Zweig
Niehues

One episode begins with Lacie Pound, a sunny,
well-dressed lady, ordering coffee and then sitting
down to take a perfect bite out of her cookie. She
finds the ideal angle and caption, photographs the
scene, smiles to herself with satisfaction, and then
spits out the cookie which she is clearly disgusted
by. In this new world, a single ubiquitous socialmedia platform is running the country. Everyone
is labeled with a single score out of a potential five
points, something that changes by the minute
as the cumulative effect of their online and inperson interactions is rated by everyone else. In
addition to giving personal affirmation, the score
also impacts a person’s access to services, and even
their employability.
Lacie has a respectable 4.2 score, but she needs
a 4.5 in order to be able to afford the rent on an
apartment in a community where she wants to
live. Despite Lacie’s rosy personality, constant
smiling, and sing-songy greetings, she isn’t
always rated well. She doesn’t seem to have the
self-awareness to understand why, but as viewers
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we can see that she just seems fake. As you can
imagine, when she starts taking calculated steps to
boost her ranking, everything quickly spirals out
of control. Eventually and inevitably, she’s unable
to keep the lid on her boiling pot of emotions
resulting in the total decimation of her personal
score.

“We live in a world where people
are encouraged to create not only a
strong brand for their company, but
also a personal ‘brand.’”
We live in a world where people are encouraged to
create not only a strong brand for their company,
but also a personal “brand.” With Uber, Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, Glassdoor, and many more,
people are constantly being rated, thumbs-upped,
sad-faced, and critiqued by the public. Curating
See CHRISTINA ZWEIG NIEHUES, page 4
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VENCORE
TECHNICAL
DIRECTOR
NAMED
INAUGURAL NEIL ARMSTRONG AWARD OF
EXCELLENCE
HONOREE
Vencore,
Inc.
announced that Patrick T. Biltgen, Ph.D.,
technical director of analytics, has been
named the inaugural winner of the Neil
Armstrong Award of Excellence. Biltgen will
receive the award at the Astronaut Scholarship
Foundation’s Innovators Gala on September
16, 2017 in Washington, D.C.
The award is presented to a former ASF
scholar whose research and work has
made a positive impact on industry and
who exemplifies a passion to expand the
boundaries of exploration through science and
technology. Biltgen is a two-time ASF scholar
having received the award in both 2001 and
2002.
“At Vencore we are tasked with solving our
customers’ most difficult problems,” said Mac
Curtis, president and CEO of Vencore, Inc.
“And we couldn’t do that if it weren’t for the
ground-breaking innovators we employ. We
congratulate Pat on this well-deserved award,
and are proud that he is part of the Vencore
family.”
Over the last several years, Biltgen has used
innovative methods for data integration and
analysis to further the advancement of activitybased intelligence. Additionally, Biltgen is
the co-author of the textbook Activity-Based
Intelligence: Principles and Applications.
Advancements in ABI have benefitted
the United States military and intelligence
community by locating and identifying
explosive caches used to manufacture
improvised explosive devices, saving dozens
of soldiers’ lives.
In addition to his contributions to the
U.S. military and intelligence community,
Biltgen’s work has also had a positive

impact on humanitarian efforts through
the documentation of treaty violations
and monitoring relief efforts in the Middle
East.
Vencore is a proven provider of information
solutions, engineering, and analytics for the
U.S. government. With more than 40 years
of experience working in the defense, civilian
,and intelligence communities, Vencore and its
transformational applied research organization,
Vencore Labs, design, develop, and deliver
high impact, mission-critical services and
solutions to overcome its customers most
complex problems.
SGT AWARDED PRIME CONTRACT WITH US
ARMY Stinger Ghaffarian Technologies,
Inc., a leading provider of engineering and
professional services and solutions to U.S.
federal government agencies, announced the
award of a prime contract by the U.S. Army for
the Responsive Strategic Sourcing for Services
Program.
The RS3 multiple award contract will
provide professional engineering support
services for programs with command,
control,
communications,
computers,
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
requirements, on a task order basis. The
RS3 contract vehicle was procured through
a full and open competition, with awards to
large businesses and small businesses. The
ordering period consists of a five-year
base and one five-year option period,
with task order performance potentially
extending
five
years
beyond
the
ordering period. The RS3 ceiling value is
$37.4 billion.
Areas of support include engineering,
research, development, test and evaluation,
logistics, acquisition and strategic planning,
and education and training. RS3 will replace

CHRISTINA ZWEIG NIEHUES, from page 3

a perfect persona, both for yourself and your business,
creates a lot of pressure, and efforts can quickly backfire!
Back in “real life,” a professional I know recently had his
first child. Since her birth, he has consistently used his
personal social media channel to promote the commercial
sponsorship of his daughter in a variety of ways, such
as regularly mentioning a children’s clothing line –
I’m assuming he has partnered with a sponsor – and
requesting votes to make her the next “Gerber baby.”

five existing or expired Army contract vehicles.
The Army Contracting Command – Aberdeen
Proving Ground is the RS3 Program Office.
Customers may include ACC-APG C4ISR
customers, other Army Program Executive
Offices, other Department of Defense
agencies, and other federal agencies with
C4ISR-related missions. Individual task
orders may be performed at government
and/or contractor sites including overseas
locations.
Stinger
Ghaffarian
Technologies,
Inc.,
headquartered in Greenbelt, Maryland,
delivers end-to-end engineering, integration,
test, and research capability necessary to
develop high quality mission solutions for the
DoD, intelligence community, NASA, and other
U.S. government customers.
BURNS GROWS CENTRAL FLORIDA PRESENCE,
OPENS NEW ORLANDO OFFICE Burns Group
has expanded its presence in Central
Florida. The firm is excited to announce
its new office location in downtown
Orlando to support its growth in the
region.
The new space ensures that Burns will
continue to deliver extraordinary value to its
growing list of Florida and Southeastern U.S.
clients, and enables the firm to attract the very
best talent in the region. Bryan Mehaffey, PMP,
RCDD, Director of Operations – Southeast
Region and Orlando office manager, leads
Burns’ expert team in Orlando, and will help
continue to grow and strengthen the firm’s
Florida operations.
The address of the new location is
300 South Orange Avenue, Suite 150
Orlando, FL 32801

“Curating a perfect persona, both for
yourself and your business, creates a lot of
pressure, and efforts can quickly backfire!”
the bad taste in my mouth. I would be highly unlikely to
give this professional my money for anything, and I am
turned off from the internet clothing line (which has a
horrible name by the way, similar to: Simply and Truly Us
Clothing).

“With Uber, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
Glassdoor, and many more, people are
constantly being rated, thumbs-upped,
sad-faced, and critiqued by the public.”

For all you leaders of AEC firms, this isn’t just about online
marketing and social media. It’s about every employee,
how proposals are presented, and who you send to visit a
client. Being real and authentic is hard to put a numeric
rating on, but it’s just as important as cheerful, friendly,
and persuasive.

I’m not sure he’s posted a single picture of her without
some associated product link. I don’t think I’m alone with

CHRISTINA ZWEIG NIEHUES is Zweig Group’s director of marketing.
Contact her at christinaz@zweiggroup.com.
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SAN DIEGO OCTOBER 26-27
EXCELLENCE IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT
DETROIT AUGUST 16
Learning Today...
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Conference call: Wilbur Milhouse III

President and CEO of Milhouse Engineering & Construction (Hot Firm #50 for 2017), a
180-person firm based in Chicago.
By LIISA ANDREASSEN
Correspondent

“E

ngineers aren’t usually braggadocios,” Milhouse says. “We’re just not good at it. We
tend to play down our victories, successes, and accomplishments.”

Wilbur
Milhouse III,
President and
CEO, Milhouse
Engineering &
Construction

“It’s very important to really
understand the nuts and bolts of the
project so we know whether or not
we have the right skill set to handle
it.”
A CONVERSATION WITH WILBUR MILHOUSE III.

The Zweig Letter: What’s your philosophy on fee/
billing and accounts receivable? How do you collect fees from a difficult client?

Wilbur Milhouse: Collection problems and business seem to go hand in hand, I guess. We invoice
every month unless the client prefers another system. The key is really consistency. If we run into
problems, we call first. We follow-up after 30, 60,
and 90 days. The resolution depends on the client.
TZL: What’s the recipe for creating an effective
board?
WM: We have two types of boards. One is strictly
internal. These people fulfill license requirements
and focus on business lines. The other is an advisory board. We solicit people from other entities such
as financial, legal, marketing, and business development. We also seek people from emerging markets such as gas and power.
TZL: Is there a secret to effective ownership
transition?

THE ZWEIG LETTER Ju

house III

CONNECT WITH US
facebook.com/

ZweigGroup

WM: We are looking into an ESOP-related option. I like to
keep things close to home. One of my children is going to
be involved.
TZL: How do you go about winning work?
WM: We not only respond to the RFQ, but we track the
project. It’s very important to really understand the nuts
and bolts of the project so we know whether or not we have
the right skill set to handle it.

“Engineers aren’t usually braggadocios.
We’re just not good at it. We tend to
play down our victories, successes, and
accomplishments. Marketing knows how
to bring that to light. Our marketing is
always changing. We also don’t call it
marketing; we call it project development.”
TZL: What’s the greatest problem to overcome in the proposal process?
WM: Really getting to know the client. You have to ensure
that you understand their needs and wants as closely as
possible. We have to know that we can deliver.

twitter.com/

ZweigGroup
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to the cloud. We have multiple offices and we’re running out
of space on our servers. We’re constantly evaluating how
quickly our information can move. We’re also working on
upgrading our servers.
TZL: What’s the best way to recruit and retain top talent
in a tight labor market?
WM: Word-of-mouth is one of our best recruitment tools.
We also have a strong employee referral program with a
$5,000 incentive. It’s less money than we’d have to spend on
a head hunter. We also have internal and external recruiters. It’s an ongoing process. Right now we have about 40
posted positions. You have to stay ahead of the curve. Currently, our time to fill is 30 days. We provide a wide array
of benefits and often ask employees what they want via an
employee survey.
TZL: What’s the key benefit you give to your employees?
Flexible schedule, incentive compensation, 401(k), etc.?
WM: There’s no key benefit. We have a matching 401(k);
very affordable individual and family health insurance (average of about $30 per month); employee socials and holiday parties; community philanthropy; sports teams; wellness program; and a training program through Red Vector.
Sixteen hours of training is required per year.
TZL: How do you raise capital?

TZL: Once you’ve won a contract, what are the “marching
orders” for your PMs?

WM: Most has come from me. We also have a credit line
with the bank for growth spurts.

WM: Deliver what we said we would.

“Word-of-mouth is one of our best
recruitment tools. We also have a strong
employee referral program with a $5,000
incentive. It’s less money than we’d have
to spend on a head hunter. We also have
internal and external recruiters. It’s an
ongoing process.”

TZL: How does marketing contribute to your success
rate? Are you content with your marketing efforts, or do
you think you should increase/decrease marketing?
WM: Engineers aren’t usually braggadocios. We’re just not
good at it. We tend to play down our victories, successes,
and accomplishments. Marketing knows how to bring that
to light. Our marketing is always changing. We also don’t
call it marketing; we call it project development. We have
four silos for project development. They include:
❚❚ Individual who prepares the proposal
❚❚ Business development
❚❚ Marketing communications – brand awareness, white papers,
ads, publications, social media, etc.
❚❚ Analytics group – this group researches service lines or geographical regions we’re considering moving into.

I’m always looking at how this group works together. Is it
robust enough? It’s a work in progress.
TZL: What has your firm done recently to upgrade its IT
system?
WM: Most recently, we’ve started moving many documents
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TZL: What’s your preferred strategy for growth, M&A
or organic? Give us a synopsis of how your firm effected
growth in the recent past.
WM: Organic. We’ve had one acquisition – a firm of eight
people. The transition was practically seamless and happened about two and a half years ago. We did it to increase
our skill set in our structural line. We have about 10 to 20
percent growth per year.
TZL: What’s the greatest challenge presented by growth?
WM: Financing it all. Also, getting people to buy into the
culture. We do great work, impress clients, and offer a very
See CONFERENCE CALL, page 8
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HENSEL PHELPS | MITHUN DESIGN-BUILD
TEAM AWARDED $98 MILLION MIDDLE EARTH
EXPANSION STUDENT HOUSING AT UC IRVINE The
University of California, Irvine awarded the
second phase of their campus undergraduate
student housing program to the design-build
team of Hensel Phelps | Mithun in early April.
The $98 million, 215,000-SF, UCI Middle Earth
Expansion project consists of two phases: (1)
a new student housing building on the site of
two buildings to be demolished (Brandywine
Commons and Brandywine Student Center)
and (2) the renovation of Pippin Commons. The
new project will house roughly 494 students
and include a new dining facility, along with
amenity and classroom spaces.
Middle Earth may be where Hobbits live in
J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings trilogy;
however, it is also a housing community for
freshman on the UCI campus. The campus
community was designed in the mid-1960s
and in a tribute to Tolkien’s enduring stories,
the Middle Earth student housing community
was born.
This design-build collaboration between
Hensel Phelps and Mithun builds on the
team’s 2016 success at UCI with the
completion of Mesa Court Towers, another
freshman student housing project on
campus. Having designed more than 3,400
units of student housing through a designbuild partnership, the Hensel Phelps | Mithun
team has accrued an invaluable body of
knowledge through a tested and successful
track record of collaboration that benefits
the project, the university, and students.
The team’s collaborations also include Mesa
Nueva and Nuevo West graduate student
housing for the University of California, San
Diego.
“We’re very pleased with the selection of
the design-build team of Hensel Phelps |
Mithun as our partners to deliver the Middle
Earth Expansion here at UCI. With increasing
numbers of students living on campus, I
believe this team will build on the successful
delivery of the Mesa Court Towers and provide
state-of-the-art facilities that provide a true

welcoming living-learning community for
some of the brightest minds on campus,” said
Assistant Vice Chancellor/Campus Architect
Brian Pratt, AIA, LEED AP.
“The beauty in the design-build delivery
method is the flexibility of choosing the
right team for the right clients. UCI is a big
proponent of design-build and embraces
the team collaborative atmosphere. Through
this delivery method we will be able to
control budget and schedule,” explained
Hensel Phelps Operations Manager Vitas
Rugienius.
According to Bill LaPatra, partner at Mithun,
“The design-build partnership of Hensel
Phelps and Mithun is built on mutual respect
for each other’s expertise, solidified by a
deep-rooted collaborative spirit that begins
on day one and continues through ribbon
cutting. This chemistry allows debate, options
and decisions to be fully vetted, revolving
around what is best for the project and the
client.”
The project’s design is influenced by local
ecology and landscape. Two five-story
residential towers emerge from a two-story
podium base that echoes the natural form of
the surrounding region’s limestone canyons. A
“Link Lounge” contains space for socializing,
media viewing, group kitchen activities, and
laundry facilities. Outside, entries to classroom
and amenity spaces are located at the
courtyard level. The project will have a dining
facility with the capacity to serve 7,300 meals
per day.
“Our new project addition to the Middle
Earth community has the rare opportunity
to create a new living and learning heart in
this neighborhood for first-year students.
The rich mixture of academic, residential,
and dining spaces promises to be one
of the most popular places on campus
to build community,” says Elizabeth
MacPherson, lead interior designer from
Mithun.
The Middle Earth Expansion is designed
to help the UCI campus achieve its goal of

CONFERENCE CALL, from page 7

upbeat environment. We want to create a firm where people
want to work.

“I encourage others to bring ideas to the
table and foster that type of thinking.
We often have open forum meetings. It’s
important to discuss and cultivate ideas all
the time.”
TZL: What is the role of entrepreneurship in your firm?
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carbon neutrality by 2025. The building and
site are designed to achieve LEED Platinum
Certification, reduce energy consumption,
minimize its carbon footprint, and operate
at net-zero greenhouse gas emissions.
Sustainable strategies include rooftop solar
heat collectors to reduce the amount of
energy needed for hot water and photovoltaics
that will generate 50 kW KVA of renewable
energy.
AIR FORCE AWARDS $61 MILLION CONTRACT
TO CSRA: CSRA WILL CONTINUE TWO
DECADES OF SUPPORT FOR THE AIR FORCE’S
GLOBAL INTELLIGENCE, SURVEILLANCE, AND
RECONNAISSANCE MISSION The U.S. Air Force
has awarded a five-year, $61 million contract
to CSRA Inc. for support of its global
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
mission. The contract allows CSRA to
continue its 20-year legacy providing support
to the Department of Defense and the U.S. Air
Force on this critically important ISR-enabling
capability.
“For over 20 years, CSRA has provided
critical services in support of ISR and
the U.S. Air Force,” said Executive Vice
President Ken Deutsch, head of CSRA’s
Defense Group. “We’re proud to continue
this legacy and ensure their mission is
completed with excellence and superior
technology.”
The contract will allow CSRA to provide
engineering, systems integration, operational
scheduling services, solutions, and budget
and resources support to HQ United States Air
Force Deputy Chief of Staff for ISR and the Air
Combat Command Directorate of Plans and
Programs. The period of performance for this
effort, known as FIRE, is five years and will be
performed at the Pentagon, Joint Base LangleyEustis, Hanscom AFB, two other Continental
United States locations, and two overseas
locations.

WM: I used to call myself a serial entrepreneur. I’m always
asking: “How can we do it better? What can we do differently? What’s the next thing?” I encourage others to bring ideas
to the table and foster that type of thinking. We often have
open forum meetings. It’s important to discuss and cultivate ideas all the time.
TZL: What’s your prediction for 2017 and for the next
five years?
WM: This year we anticipate a great deal of work in the infrastructure area. The country needs new water lines, gas
lines, and roadways. For the next few years, I anticipate a focus on city building. It’s a good time to be in engineering.
© Copyright 2017.
Zweig Group.
All rights reserved.
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OPINION

Innovation and radical truth

In an environment where innovation is the driving force, you need a space that allows for
inspiration, ideation, and implementation.

W
Phil
Keil

e are quickly entering a new era. And it comes with new problems. A small
glimpse can be seen in the shift 3-D printing is producing in the AEC world. For
architects, it is allowing clients to better visualize your design, reduce the hours spent
creating models, and it begins creating a library of reusable designs. In engineering,
it is allowing for the production of significantly more complex structures than
traditional manufacturing methods allow. China is even producing entire houses with
giant 3-D printers. It allows designers to experiment with geometries that may not
have been an economically viable option in the past. The advancement of material
science seems to be the limit for the moment and is one of the most important areas
for innovation in 3-D printing.
The New York Times bestselling author Yuval Noah
Harari has an interesting take in his new book,
Homo Deus: A Brief History of Tomorrow: “While
the industrial revolution created the working
class, the next big revolution will create the
useless class.” Others such as Elon Musk and Mark
Zuckerberg have warned about what the rise of AI
will mean. This has led to a cornucopia of articles
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on how to handle the job loss and humanity’s
“merging with machines.”
The world was stagnant for a long time and now
the rapid rate of technological advancement can
seem to catch a lot of us off guard. But there are
a few foundational principles that can help you
See PHIL KEIL, page 10
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PHIL KEIL, from page 9

design a culture within your firm that will ensure you are
successful as the world evolves. Two tools you have are
sustainable differentiation through innovation, and radical
truth.

“Innovation is not creativity, and the good
news is, it can be learned. As an engineer,
I like to have a measurable goal and
innovation is measureable.”
Innovation is not creativity, and the good news is, it can
be learned. As an engineer, I like to have a measurable goal
and innovation is measureable. It is about introducing
change into relatively stable systems to identify a
problem or need and apply your creative resources to
design a solution that returns value to the firm. There is
generally not a lack of ideas, but rather a lack of action
or implementation within the firm to put those ideas
to work. You cannot simply tell your employees to be
innovative – it starts at the top with the right structure
and incentives. To effectively breathe life into this type of
culture, you need to lead by example. The creative work
you expect of your employees you need to do yourself. You
are not just facilitating the innovation process, but being a
practitioner.
Innovation is a lot easier in theory than in practice. Each
of the skills and management methodologies that I present
here will require time and practice. Let’s start with the
skills you should be cultivating that are associated with
innovative individuals.
SKILLS.
❚❚ Association. This is the ability to connect questions, problems, or ideas which are seemingly unrelated from different
fields. This is not an article on recruiting or HR policy, but
for this reason, it is important to be conscious of building a
diverse team full of varying experiences and knowledge. Your
millennial employee’s “side hustle” may provide more value to
your firm than you think.
❚❚ Questioning. We all know the power of asking the right
questions. It allows your mind to arrive at new solutions.
Develop the skill of challenging the status quo. Ask why, why
not, set constraints, imagine possibilities, imagine yourself in
a world of opposites. Do not be afraid to question the unquestionable.
❚❚ Observing. What is it that your client is not telling you?
Make observations and scrutinize in agonizing detail what
your employees, clients, and the market are doing. We could
not have envisioned needing a smart phone before they arrived, but they are almost indispensable now. People are not
always great at knowing exactly what they want or need.

sell yourself, your firm, or gain access to resources, but what
is important here is networking to meet people with different
ideas, knowledge, and perspectives.
MANAGING THE ENVIRONMENT. When it comes to creating an en-

vironment where innovation is the driving force, you need
to create space that allows for inspiration, ideation, and
implementation. You are looking to get your employees to
care about finding problems, a space for them to come up
with new ideas, and an environment that allows them to
implement their ideas without getting immediately shut
down and returning back to their “day-to-day.”
It is also important to incentivize risk taking and allow
for failure. Too often, there is a fear of failure, but failure
is essential for true innovation. You must realign metrics
and incentives and provide the tools necessary to empower
your organization to take the risks necessary to innovate
for the future. In addition to what we have mentioned
already, you must listen, stay open to new ideas (they may
not come from the experts), and collaborate within and
outside of your organization. Sometimes complementary
firms, universities, government agencies, or consulting
firms can bring new perspectives and ideas into your
innovation process.
The last suggestion, which is not possible for every
organization, is to flatten your management structure
to allow for a decentralized decision making process. It
provides more direct communication and eliminates the
long approval process that impedes innovation. Empower
your employees to make decisions at the lowest level
possible. Strive to be as entrepreneurial as possible no
matter the size of your firm.

“Many like to claim they are innovative, but
few firms excel at creating a culture that
truly generates, develops, and implements
great new concepts.”
To tie it all together, make sure your organization is
radically honest with itself. This rigorous self-assessment
should include the firm’s management style, providing
constant constructive feedback. It’s a funny thing, people
do not seem to know how to react to someone who plays
with all their cards on the table. You need to be able to
make decisions quickly and honestly with yourself on
whether things are working or not. It will allow you to
move on, move faster, and have more success than if you
cannot simply be honest with how you are performing at
all levels of the firm.

❚❚ Experimenting. The idea here is to actively experiment
through thoughtful exploration, physical tinkering, or working in a new environment. The more decentralized you can
make your processes, the easier this is to implement. Whether it is a success or failure, sometimes a small pilot program
that takes action can bring a lot of value.

Many like to claim they are innovative, but few firms
excel at creating a culture that truly generates, develops,
and implements great new concepts. Like I said, there
is rarely a lack of ideas or idea collection methods, but a
lack of action. And then you wonder why you fail to meet
your innovation goals. Start evaluating yourself by using
a few of these ideas and reach out to us if you have any
questions.

❚❚ Networking. This final skill may seem obvious, but it is not
as obvious as it seems. I am sure that most of you network to

PHIL KEIL is a consultant with Zweig Group’s M&A services. Contact
him at pkeil@zweiggroup.com.
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OPINION

In-house assets

Employees can help attract, recruit, and retain great talent in a tight labor market, so look
to them as an augment for HR.

A

Paul
Greenhagen

FIRM
FOUNDATION

steady stream of job postings for engineers, architects, and construction workers
is always a good indication of work coming in. It also means that businesses like
ours are faced with the challenge of acquiring good people. Across the AEC industry,
it’s hard to find qualified professionals, especially those with mid-level experience.
While the efforts of our HR and recruiting staff are critical during these busy times, I
believe our best opportunities can be found through our existing employees.
Part of the issue with finding mid-level talent
is that while many segments of construction
slowed to a crawl during the last recession, jobs
were limited and AEC graduates were forced to
shift into completely different businesses. The
slow recovery in construction meant that fewer
workers were needed, and therefore less skill was
developed. As the economy improves and projects
ramp up at a faster pace, we are left with a big gap
of talent; those having the mid-level production
experience that comes with time spent working on
projects and with clients.
A 2014 study from research organization,
ScienceDirect.com, emphasizes what we see: “The
recent global economic and financial crisis has led
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“While the efforts of our HR and
recruiting staff are critical during
these busy times, I believe our best
opportunities can be found through
our existing employees.”
the economies of many countries into recession
… as a result, the unemployment is particularly
noticeable in the civil engineering and building
sectors. Consequently, in all countries in recession
the professional development of fresh civil
engineering graduates is disproportionate to their
See PAUL GREENHAGEN, page 12
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O N TH E M O V E
ATI ANNOUNCES PROMOTIONS OF NEW PRINCIPALS
AND SENIOR ASSOCIATES ATI Architects and
Engineers announced the promotion of the
following individuals to managing principals,
principals, and senior associates.

Principals:

❚❚ Rachel Hamilton, AIA

❚❚ Daniel Schweickert

Managing principals:

Senior associates:

❚❚ Bruce Gillings, AIA

❚❚ Jim Pan, AIA, LEED AP

❚❚ G. Michael Goldsworthy, R.A.

❚❚ Kate Lyle

In pursuit of developing the next leadership
team of the company, ATI’s board of directors
named several key employees to join the
ranks of managing principals, principals, and
senior associates. The new leadership team
will strengthen the focus of producing quality
work, providing outstanding service, and
creating innovative solutions for its clients.

❚❚ Anna Win, AIA, LEED AP
❚❚ Deborah Lesnefska, R.A.

PAUL GREENHAGEN, from page 11

high study effort and qualifications, since they rarely have
the opportunity to gain experience in practice and their
knowledge gradually becomes obsolete.”

“With AEC firms competing for the same
people, finding good talent becomes even
more challenging. We cannot afford to
overlook the people we have in-house for
opportunities.”
With AEC firms competing for the same people, finding
good talent becomes even more challenging. We cannot
afford to overlook the people we have in-house for
opportunities. Their industry connections are bigger than
ever before!
In order to be most effective at attracting, recruiting, and
retaining good, skilled professionals, I think we need to
focus hard on each effort and pull in resources outside of
recruiting to help. HR and recruiting teams still do the
bulk of the work, but employees can contribute throughout
the process.
❚❚ Attracting the right people. Go the extra mile to be highly
visible in your hiring efforts. Networking and word-of-mouth
is, by far, the best way to find the people we seek. Online
and social engagement helps get the word out about who we
are, so that we attract who we want, and get our name in the
right places. Employees can help by sharing information and
influencing their network of professionals to consider our
company for advancing in their career.
AEC firms are competing for AEC students and college grads.
The good ones are getting multiple opportunities, so we have
to find unique ways to differentiate and make those students
take notice. We spend more time at career fairs and online
than we ever have, so that we can be more visible to the next
generation of professionals. As alumni, employees have an
opportunity to contribute in a variety of ways that can make
college career fairs more effective.
❚❚ Recruiting people effectively. Balancing our immediate
and long-term needs while recruiting is important. When
workload demands are strong and candidates are scarce, we
feel the pressure to hire fast. Hiring fast increases the odds of
making poor choices, and bringing in the wrong people costs
a company a lot of time and money. It is worth taking the
time to interview multiple people.
Employees from various functions in a company can help
interview candidates in different environments to get well-
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rounded feedback. This also provides the candidate with a
wider perspective of our company and culture. At Westwood,
someone with great experience but different values won’t last
long. Our employees are encouraged to pay close attention to
how candidates align with our culture and trust their instincts
about how well they fit.
❚❚ Retaining good people. Keeping good people is a big challenge. Young professionals are more likely to jump companies.
Once hired, we work hard to make sure our new staff knows
their needs are important. Managers are encouraged to be
attentive and available to those they manage and work to cultivate strong, trusting relationships.
Employee feedback plays a vital role in continually improving
Westwood’s workplace and the opportunities for staff. Many
of the enhancements we’ve made to technology, communications, and workplace environment are the result of recommendations brought forward by employees.
When bringing on a highly-experienced hire, it can require
extra effort to align our mutual experience and expectations.
Being open to their needs and staying aware of the challenges
that this type of new employee faces is a good first step in actively retaining them. Being realistic in the recruiting process
and attentive and available after the hiring is complete will
help keep the top talent we hire.

We all know that the best people to hire are those who
align with our values, are passionate about their work, and
apply themselves to the best of their abilities to serve and
satisfy clients. We seek leaders, doers, networkers, and
people who are comfortable communicating and eager to
make a difference in the company, in our industries, and
their professions. New hires must fit well into a company’s
culture in order to be most successful.

“We can’t afford to pass by the perfect
new candidate who is just down the hall
from HR. As always, employees are our
greatest asset – in many ways.”
With plenty of opportunities and a steady workflow across
multiple markets, this is a good time for AEC firms. Having
the right people onboard to do the job is a challenge many
of us face – and a challenge that requires extra effort if
we want to ensure our clients get the best service and
products. We can’t afford to pass by the perfect new
candidate who is just down the hall from HR. As always,
employees are our greatest asset – in many ways.
PAUL GREENHAGEN is president and CEO of Westwood Professional
Services. Contact him at paul.greenhagen@westwoodps.com.
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